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Value Chains vs. Process Silos
  The Business Process movement has many parents, but none is more distinguished than 

Michael E. Porter, the Harvard Business School professor who is so widely recognized for his 
contributions to Corporate Strategy and Competitive Advantage. Porter has consistently 
argued that companies should avoid an over-emphasis on operational effectiveness. Porter 
defines operational effectiveness as performing similar activities better than rivals perform 
them. The problem with this approach, according to Porter, is that it leads to a cycle in which 
every company tries to become more efficient while margins keep shrinking. In the end, you 
have highly efficient companies that aren't making enough money to attract capital and 
everyone loses. 

The real source of competitive advantage, Porter argues, lies in the creation of unique, large-
scale processes that either do things in ways different from the way rivals do them, or 
combine activities in unique ways that make it very difficult for rivals to duplicate them. This 
thinking leads Porter directly to his work on value chains - those large scale business 
processes that cut across functional lines and link and integrate all the activities required to 
generate a complete product line. 

Figure 1. A Value Chain looks at all the processes needed to produce and deliver a 
set of products or services to a market. 

Those who have adopted Porter's advice, detailed in his book, Competitive Advantage (Free 
Press, 1985), have consistently urged management teams to de-emphasize functional 
departments and put a greater emphasis on the integrated value chain. 

Much has happened since the heady days of the early Nineties when companies first 
embraced Business Process Reengineering. Too many companies tried to re-engineer entire 
value chains without really considering the practical problems of undertaking such massive 
change efforts. By the mid-Nineties a reaction to several large-scale failures led most 
companies to scale back on their BPR efforts. By the late Nineties, smaller scale process 
redesign efforts were much more popular than BPR. In keeping with this trend, process 
redesign efforts often became the responsibility of the IT department, and many companies 
embraced ERP, or packaged software applications, as a way of improving the automation and 
integration of specific business processes. There is nothing wrong with modest process re-
engineering projects, with ERP, or with the automation of business processes. Similarly, there 
are many problems associated with very large scale business re-engineering projects. Granted 
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all this, however, it is still important to keep Porter's basic argument in mind. The only way to 
be sure that specific processes are really achieving what you want to achieve is to check and 
see if the overall value chain is producing the results you want. Moreover, your goal in 
undertaking process change should ultimately focus on creating highly integrated processes 
that give you a distinct competitive advantage. 

Today, there is a renewed interest in process work, much of it associated with ERP installation 
efforts. At the same time, there is an increasing willingness to think on a large scale. In 
essence, in many companies, the current focus is on business processes that lie one or two 
levels below the Value Chain. Thus, the emphasis is on New Product Development, the Supply 
Chain, and Sales and Marketing. Much of the work being done in these areas is impressive 
and valuable. At the same time, however, in some companies the emphasis on Product 
Development, Supply Chain and CRM can sound very like the older emphasis on Functional 
Silos (e.g. Research, Procurement, Manufacturing, Sales, and Marketing). Indeed, we've 
recently talked with several people about how they have organized their processes and we've 
begun to worry that many companies may be replacing Functional Silos with Process Silos, 
while losing the broader vision of an integrated value chain. 

Consider how easily this can happen. Company X wants to install an ERP system. They want 
to do it throughout the world and they don't want to end up with multiple versions (instances) 
of SAP. Thus, before they launch the ERP installation program, they decide to focus on 
assuring that all their basic processes are done in the same way, no matter where or for 
whom they are performed. To achieve this they create Process Managers. One Process 
Manager is made responsible for Manufacturing Processes. (His or her other job, typically, is 
as SVP of the Manufacturing Department.) Another Process Manager doubles as Manager of 
the Sales Process and SVP of the Sales Department. 

The Sales Process/Department Manager identifies all the sales processes in all the various 
divisions and departments throughout the world and establishes business rules and workflow 
processes to define how sales will be undertaken and evaluated. The Manufacturing 
Process/Department Manager does the same. The good news is that this effort can result in 
similar process standards for all sales processes throughout the company. And that, in turn, 
can make it possible to install a single instance of SAP to support each and every one of the 
company's sales processes. The same thing can be done for manufacturing. (See Figure 2) 

The bad news, however, is that emphasis is not on the value chain. It isn't on integrating all 
of the processes within a given value chain to provide the best possible service to the value 
chain's customers. Instead, it is on optimizing the way specific processes are performed, no 
matter in which value chain they might occur. Consider Figure 2. The emphasis on making all 
sales processes the same may very well undermine the efficiency of both the automobile and 
the aircraft value chains. It is likely that automobile sales processes would give better value to 
automobile customers if they were somewhat different from aircraft sales processes, and vice 
versa. By trying to standardize all sales processes, we are placing a silo-like emphasis on 
making sales processes similar rather than making them appropriate for the different types of 
products and customers of the different value chains. 

In effect, we have substituted a Process Silo for a Functional Silo without addressing the 
traditional concerns associated with Functional Silos. The argument against focusing too much 
on functional units is that such a focus tends to sub-optimize the value chain. In essence, to 
gain efficiencies and to optimize the goals of the sales department, process managers 
introduce activities and rules that improve the sales process, at the expense of the other 
processes in the value chain. The emphasis is on making the sales processes efficient and 
easy to manage and not on making the value chain, as a whole, more efficient, or assuring 
that the value chain, as a whole, provides better service to the customer. 



Figure 2. Three Value Chains in which all similar Level 1 processes are managed 
together. 

We have worked with enough large international companies to realize that it is often very 
hard to think in terms of a complete value chain. It is much easier to simply identify all the 
sales processes and focus on improving sales activities. At the same time, we know that 
companies are spending huge amounts of money on ERP installations and can gain huge 
increases in efficiency if they can standardize processes and use a single version of their ERP 
vendors' applications. Indeed, it is very easy to see the current trend toward focusing on large 
scale processes, like Sales, Supply Chain and New Product Development, as a way to 
transition to a more process-centric approach. It certainly makes it easier to introduce process 
management if you can simply re-title the existing functional managers. 

The downside, however, is that some companies are simply renaming their departments and 
assuming that's all it takes to join the process revolution. 

In the long run, Functional and Process Silos focus on efficiency and standards. To focus on 
the value chain is to focus on effectiveness, on delivering results to customers, and on 
creating complete value chains that are integrated in unique ways that assure real competitive 
advantage. 

Smart companies are going to emphasize value chains. They may spend time improving 
secondary processes, but in the end, they will return to the idea that the ultimate unit to 
focus on is the value chain. A value chain is all the processes, taken together, that deliver 
value and pleasure to customers and assure that they will come back for more. To focus on 
anything less is to risk achieving efficiency at the expense of overall effectiveness. Worse, it's 
to risk conceding competitive advantage to a rival who does focus on value chains. 
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